
Use this as a reference to understand how we
build microlearning videos for you.

 
This example contains very specific and expert level

content that we gained from working with a client. For the
sake of privacy, a false client name has been used.

Tips will be highlighted throughout the document to help guide.

Look for these highlights!



All highlighted text is specific to
client projects.



This same process is used to create
workshops and all other learning

solutions.

Scripts are written with the assistance of an
expert in the field. This can be expertise

from the client themselves or third parties.
our Content Team writes the scripts for

approval.

Character count helps the Content
Team estimate the time of each

scene.



Different scenes are used to indicate when
the video scene will change. This increases

engagement by keeping the audience's
focus.

Research shows that a screen
needs to change approximately

every 47 seconds to keep
people's attention.



Once the content and scripts are approved,
the Content Team creates on screen
collateral to help emphasize the main
point for necessary scenes. This can be

words, images, videos, etc.

For example, this scene might show a
video clip to the side of the described
scenario with some type of indicator of
the legality, such as a green checkmark.



All of these short scenes compiled
together create the video portion of a
microlearning. Each microlearning is

focused on a single learning objective.

Understanding of complex situations can
be clarified by using both examples and
non-examples to show the difference in

the outcomes.



Interactions are digital resources
that the learner can use to

comprehend the information.

Interactions are interactive where
the learner advances through the

information by clicking.

Quizzes are used as comprehension
checks to ensure the learner has
gained the desired information.

Quizzes and Interactions are
optional tools that can be built

in to any microlearning.



Internal checklist for making the
production of microlearnings

high quality and fast.

Hopefully this tour of a Detail Design Document
helps you understand the customization,
care, and expertise we bring in building

learning solutions for your team!


